
A professional 1-on-1 coaching and mentoring program 

designed to give you behind the scenes access and 

secrets from experts in British and European football. 

Delivered from England to the globe. 



WHAT IS  
TRAIN EFFECTIVE ELITE?

Designed for aspiring players that want to take their game to the highest level, the Elite 
membership is Train Effective’s most premium level of development program.

With Elite you’ll also get personal access to Effective’s top coaches and mentors to ask 
questions, learn from and get personalised advice on developing as a player. 

With Elite, you’ll get the following: 
• Mentorship: 1-on-1 chats with your coach. 
• Accountability Coach: to hold you to your specific goals as a player. 
• Exclusive Content: access to content regular members can’t.

All coaches and mentors have UK, European and international playing experience.

If you consider yourself a truly dedicated player and wanted to know what it really takes to 
get to the top, there is no better premium experience than the Train Effective Elite program 
online. This is the closest thing to being in a professional academy environment. 

The only requirement is you must be willing to dedicate yourself throughout the weeks, if you 
do that you will grow and develop more quickly than ever. 

YOU’LL LEARN FROM COACHES AND EXPERTS 
WITH EXPERIENCE IN ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS:



Some of the experts present in this edition of the Elite program ensure you learn from some 
of the very best in the game who have world-class experience in the coaching or upbringing 
of players in the professional pathway in the UK & Europe. 

They include former Southampton FC Head of Sports Science Nick Harvey who has worked 
with the likes of Gareth Bale and pathway experts Ben Roberts and Harry O'Riordan who 
have scouted over 100+ young players into top Premier League clubs.

You’ll also get masterclasses from Netflix series and “Sunderland Till I Die” mental 
conditioning coach Steve Sallis, UEFA’s Tom Cooper and Stoke City’s Steve Corns. 



FEATURES
OF ELITE

1-ON-1 MENTORING

Live, 1-on-1 talks during 
walk-in hours with your 
mentor where you can 

ask anything. 

WEEKLY EXPERT SESSIONS 

Classes with international 
experts from some 

of England’s top 
organisations.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

Classes in our web 
platform that cannot be 

found in the app. Exclusive 
Guides and materials. 
Access for 3-months.

3-MONTH PREMIUM 

ACCOUNT

Access to the entire library 
of content. Access

 for 3-months.

PERSONALISED 

SCHEDULE

Your mentor will help you 
create the perfect training 

schedule for your 
personal goals.

FULL EFFECTIVE 

KIT 

First to have the training 
shirt, shorts and socks. 





• DRILLS & EXERCISES

Our training series is compiled of over 150 exercises and workouts from perfecting your 
first touch to reaching your peak level of fitness.

• CLASSROOM

Here you have everything you need to become more knowledgeable and motivated.
The videos displayed here are longer lecture style talks which focus on everything from the 
analysis of body language to soccer nutrition.

• TRACKER

Our simple and easy to use activity tracker allows players to plan and schedule their training 
with ease. It is designed to keep them accountable, track their progress and help them reach 
their goals FASTER!

• PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS TOOL

Game Brain is a performance analysis 
training tool that was created to give 
players a step-by-step understanding of 
professional players decisions, tactics & 
strategies. 

Using the knowledge and expertise of our 
Premier League analysts we have created 
the perfect tool to not only train like a pro, 
but think like a pro.

• LEADERBOARD

On the Train Effective leaderboard you 

will compete with aspiring professionals 

from around the world. You can use this 

as fuel and motivation to push yourself 

that little bit extra that makes all the 

difference.



When you start an Elite program, you’ll be given a welcome package which includes tips and an 
exclusive guide on getting the most out of the program.

It will also include a questionnaire to send back to your mentor including not only basic details such 
as your height, age, weight and position, but the deeper details too: “what are your goals 12-mon
ths from now?” or “how do you envision your career?”

This information will help your coach personally guide you on your steps to success holistically as 
an aspiring player: technically, mentally, physically and tactically. 

You’ll also have the option of having video and audio calls with him/her to get to know you better. 

Your mentor is your accountability coach. 

Walk-in hours are open twice a week to ask private questions and get 1-on-1 help and support. 



THIS IS WHAT OUR
USERS HAD TO SAY

 

“After two days, there is a significant increase in my confidence, which is translating to 
increased performance. I find myself demanding the ball, instead of being afraid of it. My 
favourite areas are the Game Brain and a legit workout tracking system!” Gabe was awarded 
the 2016 “Scholar-Athlete of The Year” at Indiana Wesleyan University.

Gabe Quesada

FC Boulder U/23 Centre-Half

“I have never been the most talented player. When I was 16, I transferred to a high level team 
but I wasn’t a starter. But I trained on my own every day and one year later I was one of the 
key players. Another year later I earned a scholarship for a college in America. Effective does 
not only offer drills but also helps you to become a smarter player ."

Katharina Baumann 

FC Köln

“Effective did a great job putting me on the right path to achieve
substantial improvement in my game. It’s helped me to get into a D1 college soccer 
program which I’ll be starting next season. Effective went to the core and really set out a 
great foundation to build upon. I’ve used other training programs that lack that.”

Saliho Toure 

American University (D1)

Kathi Bauman, 24
Eintracht Frankfurt

Olle Olson, 16
Ostersunds FK

Shayan Khadmi, 22
Leca FC

Lavell W-Marcano
Premier League 
Youth Team

Emile Ceide
Rosenberg Bk &
Norway U/19 Player



THIS IS WHAT OUR  
USERS HAD TO SAY

TRAIN EFFECTIVE HAS  
ALSO BEEN FEATURED IN

“I play for U17 Heimdal, we have 3 teams. The 1st team is in the highest division and one of 
the best teams In Trondheim. I was the captain of the 2nd team, but since purchasing 
Effective, I have made my debut for the 1st team! I have also been training among the best 
U16 players in the city!”

Magnus Hafsmo  

Heimdal IF

“Our team broke apart due to an age change throughout the entire USA. I then tried out for 
the team which cut me loose. They were top 5 in the country. I ended up making that team 
and have won numerous tournaments, had many academy coaches watch our games, and 
ended up competing in Nationals, the biggest tournament for youth soccer in all of America."

Cameron Komock 

United States



FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Who is Elite designed for? 

A: Elite is designed for players 14 - 29 years old of all abilities both male and female. 

Q: What do I need physically in order to do Elite? 

A: Part of the beauty of Elite is it’s truly a stay-at-home development program. A laptop/tablet 
(preferable but not necessary), a ball of course and a small space (a bedroom, basement or living 
room will do). 

Q: What’s Included in the Welcome Package?

A: A welcome contract (your obligations and expectations as a Train Effective Elite Athlete) which 
you’ll need to sign, Train Effective Elite guide and your login details to the exclusive web platform. 

Q: How do I access the live classes?

A: We are proud to work with this very highly engaging webinar platform which 
our players and staff love using. 

Q: When are the walk-in hours?

A: These hours are open: Tuesday, 10AM - 1PM and 5PM - 8PM Thursday London, UK time)

Q: How do I schedule a personal call with a mentor? 

A:  Use the chat function to schedule a 15-30 minute call within the walk in hours. 


